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Keating Speaks

’Era of Big Lie’
By VICKI MAY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Some labeled him "ridiculous,"
others said he was "brilliant," and
even Edward Keating, recently
ousted publisher pro tern of Ramparts magazine, described himself
as a member of the "lunatic
fringe."
These were some of the remarks
heard following Keating’s Monday
night address to approximately 300
students and faculty members in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The topic of the speech was "A
Radical’s View of America." Keating defined "radical," according to
Webster, 83 "going to the roots."
He believes that there is serious
problem in the United States and
It arises from "the failure of our
thinking to go to the roots."

American way of life is a vast lie,
but "we prefer to live with this
myth," he added.
"We are so radical that we not
only kill but we send our sons to
be killed. Instead of blaming Johnson for the war, blame mothers
who have sent their sons out to be
killed," Keating pleaded.

’DON’T GIVE A DAMN’
But Keating contends that the
biggest lie of all is that "none of
us really gives a damn, we don’t
care.
"So stop blaming Rusks, McNamara and Johnson.% The blame
is that of the American people, he
concluded. And we hold in our
hands the destiny of the world."
The Keating address was the last
in a series of forums sponsored by
the College Union Program Board
this semester. His appearance on
’LIE OF VIETNAM’
campus yesterday and Monday was
"We are all living in the Era of in conjunction with "Culture and
the Big Lie," Keating insists.
Confusion" week, also put on by
"Secretary of ’War’ McNamara the CURB.
is an example of the insanity which
*
*
*
is plunging the world into World
War III," boomed Keating. The
most villainous lie, is the lie of
Vietnam, he added.
Keating said that there were no TODAY
North Vietnamese in South Viet- 12:30 p.m.--Faculty book talk
"The Fixer" -- Reviewed by
nam until our bombings of the
Dr. Albert Rosenberg in Cafenorth. "This is historical fact,"
teria A and B.
Keating eiiplainet
The next monumental lie is the 3:80 p.m.--Classic Film"Nothing
but a Man"
Free to all
lie of Communism, according to
students . in Morris Dailey
Keating. "You don’t bomb an
Auditorium.
Ideology; you replace it with a
better one," he said. "The worst 7:80 p.m.Co-Bee "Culture and
"The Chicago
Confusion"
enemies of man are ignorance,
Typewriter’s Band" will play
poverty, disease and oppression,
Gym.
in
the
Women’s
not communism."
9:30 p.m.College Union Program
’KILL FOR CHRIST’
Board Nightclub with Fred
In regard to the "lie of religion"
Smoot in "To Better UnderKeating was appalled with Cardistand Comedy," plus the SJS
nal Spellman’s recent visit to VietJazz Ensemble. Free to all
nam. "When Cardinal Spelbrian
students and faculty members.
said ’anything short of military TOMORROW
victory is inconceivable,’-all he was 9:30 p.m.CUPB Nightclub feawas kill a commie for
turing Fred Smoot in "The
Christ. I ask, what about the
Funniest Act in Town" and
Jewish boys," Keating hollered.
also the Jazz Ensemble. No
Keating believes that the entire
charge.

Week’s Schedule

Photo by Mary Adams
PINGING AND PONGING for tonight’s Co-Rec in the Women’s
Gym from 7:30 to 9:30 are Gretchen Riemers, Kathy Kelly and
Cynthia Gore. Other events featured with the Culture and Confusion theme are badminton, volleyball, basketball and swimming.
Solomon’s Parasites will play for the special event, a dance freeze.

’Kids Have Answers’
To Mass Education
Interested students, faculty, and
administrators will meet for the
second time in Cafeteria A and
B tomorrow at 2:30 to discuss
"Mass Education at SJS." .
Last week’s session reconfirmed
suspicions of Dr. Harold Hodges,
Chairman of Sociology and Anthropology Department, and moderator of the event, that "there has
been a massive de-personalization
in education."
This week, to make the discussions more informal, participants
will break up into smaller groups,
probably by schools.
Dr. Hodges hopes this meeting
will be the start toward solving
the problem. He said, "We can’t
allow large, impersonat classes to
kill the process which should be

Clark concerning Bruckman’s case.
The hearing body, made up of
five faculty members, spent its entire first session trying to decide
hew to go about finding all facts
involved with the appeal.
The faculty group admitted ignorance of the facts involved in
Bruckman’s conviction on election
code violations and subsequent unsuccessful appeal to the ASB
Judiciary.
All five agreed that their first
step would be to find the evidence
and testimony involved in the trial
and appeal, but no one was exactly
sure how to go about it.
President Clark set up the appeals agency when Bruckman, not

satisfied with the Judiciary decision upholding his conviction,
took his appeal to the president’s
office.
This procedure is the last step

Navy Retracts True’s
’Speech Ban’ Order

for appeal open to Bruckrnan
through college channels.
In a letter sent to each of the
hearing board members, Dr. Clark
said, "The ASB Constitution makes
no provision for final student ap
peals from the ASB Judiciary to an
official faculty judiciary."
Dr. Clark pointed out that the
California Administrative Code
authorizes appeals to the College
President.
"It is my belief that due process
calls for a thorough review and
hearing of such appeals by a panel
of faculty members, whose collective judgment should guide the
College President in rendering his
decision," the letter stated.
The ad hoc agency is authorized
only to make a final recommenda.
tion to the president’s office. Final
decision on Bruckman rests with
Dr. Clark.
It looks like any recommendation will be a long time in coming.
Dr. Theodore Norton, associate
professor of political science and
appeals agency chairman, confessed he "had not been involved
in the election and therefore I
don’t know what all the issues in
this case are."
Getting at "all the issues" could
prove to be a problem.
In a carbon copy of Bruckman’s
previous appeal, controversy over
reviewing previous testimony centers around the absence of a verbatim record of initial trial testi.
mony.
In Bruckman’s first Judiciary
hearing the tape recorded used to
take all testimony wasn’t working.
There is no record of the evidence presented during this first
court session.
Bruckman’s lawyer told the appeals commission that this testi(Continued on Page 3)

By DON COX
Spartan Daily staff Writer
The administration is about
No. 122
to add what may be a lengthy
chapter to the drawn-out appeal
of John Bruckman, recently removed president-elect.
An Ad Hoc Appeals Agency,
appointed by College President
Robert D. Clark to review
Bruckman’s appeal, will meet
for the second time tomorrow
at 7 p.m.
If Monday night’s initial hearing
is any indication, it could be the
middle of July before a final recommendation goes to President

thrilling for teachers and taught
kids have
the answers, for there are answers."

Debate To Argue
’Hippies Phony?’
Whether or not "Hippies are
Phony," will be decided at the Oxford Union debate tomorrow at
3:45 in WG101.
Arguing the affirmative side will
be Gerry Smith, graduate speech
major and Phil Wunder, assistant
professor of speech. Steve Perdue,
senior speech major, and Dr. Peter
King, assistant professor of Tutorials will support the negative
side.

Rear Admiral Arnold True, SJS
meteorology professor has won a
four-month battle with the U.S.
Navy.
Ordered to "shut up" about the
Vietnam war in January, True has
finally succeeded in having the order rescinded.
Monday the Department of Defense reinterpreted a regulation
which states that no member of
the Naval service shall make any
public comments reflecting adversely on U.S. foreign policy.
Under the new interpretation the
regulation applies only to active
members of the Navy, not retired
personnel.
A veteran of 30 years in the
Navy, True retired in 1947. He has
taught .atSJS since that time.
"I am very pleased that the Navy
has reconsidered this matter,"
True remarked yesterday. "I think
this regulation was an attempt to
suppress the freedom of speech of
retired Navy officers."
A month ago True wrote Senator J. William Fulbright a letter explaining his problem. "He
was quite interested in my case,"
True commented. "He called
Assistant Secretary of Defense
Vance about my case. Vance told
him that this regulation did not
apply to retired personnel."
Being under both written and
oral orders to withhold comment
adverse to foreign policy, his next
step was to get these orders rescinded.

The American Federation of
Teachers, American Civil Liberties Union, Senator Fulbright, and
other organizations have helped me
by adopting resolutions and researching my case. It appears that
somebody finally got through to
the Defense Department," True
explained.
"I was worried about losing my
pension and other retirement benefits, yet after 20 years of retirement I believe I should have the
right of freedom of speech," he
added.
True had planned on taking his
case to Congress, if necessary.
True has served on the SJS
faculty for 20 years. He received
the first Master’s Degree with
specification in meteorology from
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1931.

ARNOLD TRUE
... hears from Navy

Clark Vindicated
In a decision late last night,
the ASB Judiciary found Student
Body Vice President-elect Bill
Clark not guilty of election code
violations.
Clark had been charged with
three counts of Illegal campaigning, the same charges on which
the Judiciary convicted and removed ASB President-elect John
Bruckman.
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Tutorials Program Creates Relaxed, Homey Atmosphere
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is this second of a three-part
series concerning this Tutorials program at SJS as seen
by an outsider and the students and professors of Tutorials who hay* made if the "new" type of education
that if is.)
By ,ILM RAUH
Spartan Daily Investigative Writer
It’s like a home away from home. A place where
you can throw down your books, turn on some music,
relax on a nearby couch and just be yourself. This is
what most of the students enrolled in the Tutorials
program say.
Although the program is composed entirely of
lower division ..‘udents --some away from home for
the first time, and sortie already seasoned college
"veterans" at age 19the Tutorials environment and
curriculum is making intellectuals of students only
half way through their college education.
While it seems that everything is good and fine in
Tutorials, several of its students have expressed a
sincere desire for change in the program.
"At the very beginning," says Lee Potts, sophomore political science major, "there was a lack of
togetherness. People didn’t get to know each other
as they should in a program of this sort."
Potts explained that "We weren’t given the opportunity to make friends with one another. The professors put us into small groups, and it seemed as if
we never knew anybody else in the program besides
those in our seminars."
EARLY PROBLEM

PhrFo b

Frnd Rosenberg

TRY TO FIND INTEREST like this in any other classroom on the
SJS campus besides the ones in the Tutorials Center. Without
the dominance of a professor peering at the students over the
podium, they can relax and act naturally enthused if they really
are. It’s quite evident that this is what’s happening with Micki
Magers, above.
61131IMMXIMMIIIIIMMitsisaissiesesexieweser...aa.

Several other students emphasized the same problem with the program in Its early stages.
Now nearing the completion of its fourth semester
at SJS, Tutorials "has gotten much better," according to Gordon Swenson, sophomore political science
major. "During the first three semesters it needed
much improvement, but now it’s much better. It has
good pmfs."
Freshman Derek Woodhouse thinks "It’s a very
pleasant change. I can relax here, In high school I

was tense and rebellious. I couldn’t stand the structure."
Woodhouse compared SJS’ general education curriculum with that of his high school in referring to it
as the "other atmosphere." "Some people like the
other type of atmosphere, but I don’t."
Of the Tutorials he says, "Here there is a much
better approach to learning. It’s helping me to become a better citizen and person, and I’m reading
and writing much better than I used to."
STUDENTS SHOCKED
"Some students are shocked when they come here
for the first time," emphasizes freshman English
major Ed Augsts. ’They expect to memorize large
amounts of information and don’t realize that there
is a free reign of self-opinion here.
"Instead of frittering away our first two years
of college, we’re doing graduate style work here .. .
sometimes without the aid of the professors," Augsts
states. "People who really apply themselves are going
to get much more out of it than others."
Apart from their studies, Tutorials students are
truly different from those in the "other" atmosphere.
When the bell rings at the end of their seminars,
(if there is a bell at all), the students don’t sprint
for the door of the room in stampede fashion. Some
don’t even leave at all for hours on end.
For most Tutorials students, the second floor of
Building R (where the program is housed) isn’t the
type of place that they are obligated to frequent on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Unlike the average classroom of the "other" atmosphere, the Tutorials Center is just plain homey.
People really don’t like to leave. They stay around
and talk -and talk about the seminars, organize their
own informal ones or converse over a salami sandwich.
There’s no place to hurry to . . . no 10 minutes
between classes . . . no clock-watching or mid-term
tension. Why not? Because everything is there in
the same building.
Another point hit upon by the students WAS that

of "developed knowledge"something acquired on
the part of the individual, without depending on
parents, school or "what Lyndon Johnson has to say."
With this type of knowledge, "Emotional and intellectual maturity go hand in hand," says freshman
Doug Huffman. "It’s the ability to handle abstract
concepts. You become a competent reader. Studying
isn’t hard any more and you work better under
pressure."
As diversified as the Tutorials program itself are
the opinions of the various students enrolled in it.
Some feel it still needs improvement, while others
think it’s fine the way it is.
Derek Woodhouse feels the attitude towards the
Tutorials is not all that it should be. "When people
have the attitude of ’I’m going to school not to work,
not to avoid the draft, but to learn’, then the program
will be a complete success.
’LOTS OF LOST KIDS’
"Some kids are too hung up on outside emotional
problems," he believes. "There are lots of lost kids
here."
He sincerely believes that Tutorials is a place
where one can truly be an individual. "You can be
somebody here because you write, think and speak
a certain way. You can be somebody for doing what
you should be doing."
It is because of this that the professors in this
totally new approach to education are really "in"
with the students. The professors know the students
on a personal basis. Their doors are always open for
anyone.
With an atmosphere such
u as this it. seems difficult
not to develop into a complete student the type of
person who has developed enough responsibility to
study on his own, talk with others and cultivate the
seeds of knowledge sown by the Tutorials curriculum.
It’s open air. It’s freedom to think and act as
you please. It’s making new friends through exchange
of thought. It’s individualismand it’s all confined
on the second floor of a little house in the center of
this campus.
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By RON JAMES
Nick Kopke has stated that he finds
"acid -heads to be the most practical peo-

Staff Editorial

ple" in a letter to the Spartan Daily

Mr. Kopke, as a representative of the
hippie element, has given the "straights"
a very revealing profile in his letter of the
totally vacuous nature of I l i lllself and his
fellow believers.
You state, Mr. Kopke, that if chines are
boring to a hippie he doesn’t go, if he
doesn’t like killing he doesn’t join the
army, if people are hungry he feeds them.
(Where, aside front the one communal
farm now in existence and producing, do
the Diggers get their food? From the
Filthy Rich Capitalist restaurant owners
in S.F.?)
In effect, Mr. Kopke, you are preaching
typical, undisguised anarchysocial, not

Students Do Promoting
Students could play an integral role
in faculty promotions.
Currently, faculty promotions are
based on four primary criteria: teaching, research and scholarship, professional competence, and college and
public service.
While an air of uncertainty surrounds the faculty promotions procedure and criteria. ONE thing IS certain:
teaching ability of a faculty member
is, has been and will continue to be
an important basis for faculty prontot.
Given this premise, the question is,
"Who is better able to evaluate the
teaching ability of a given professor
than his students?" and subsequently,
" Ily shouldn’t the students he invited
by the college to evaluate their professors?"
To this proposal may come the faculty response that. since "students know
so little about teaching how can they
be possibly equipped to rate a professor?"
On the other hand, who could be
better equipped than the student to
mow,,s the teaching ability of a professor in whose class he has been seated
for a solid semester?
The system of evaluating professors
was pioneered at SJS by the Tau Delta
Phi Tower List. The basic idea is a
good one, but the statistical reliability
of such a survey is questionable.
An alternate idea is posed to the
college to finance an end-of-eachsemester instructor survey in all classes.
Ideally, the survey would measure
the instructor’s ability to instruct, inspire and motivate his students.

The survey would then he tallied,
and the results would be made available to the College Promotion Committee for ealuation at faculty promotion time.
Perhaps such a procedure would
eliminate sonic of the bickering that
is taking place in faculty ranks about
the validity of the faculty promotion
criteria. and the representativeness of
the abilities of each professor evaluated.
It is only a suggestion. but perhaps
one that should be investigated by the
erned parties.
-

necessarily political anarchy.
QUIT WORKING
But what if, Mr. Kopke, as an analogy
"Just who the hell WAS President in 1954 ...?"

Guest Room

King Commended for Courageous Stand
By CHARLES K. MORELAND JR.
When Dr. Martin Luther King addressed’
of VW York City SUMP
the church e
six weeks ago, proelai
g his opposition
to the war in Vietnam, he made one of, if
not the most courageous stands of his life.
It is a very easy matter for a preacher
to keep preaching, a boxer to keep boxing,
or a civil rights leader to keep civil rightsing and never take a stand for what he
knows to be right and just.
Ten years ago when Dr. King made his
first descent front the pulpit to lead the
"blasphemous" boycott in Montgomery,
Ala., he left the sanctuary of the church
for refuge in the bullet and noose-filled
(iv il rights movement.
A carpenter left his cabinet shop about
2,000 years ago to preach the same nonviolence and was nailed to a cross for his

"heresy" and "disloyalty."
Dr. King has been permitted to "lead"

the civil rights movement at the mercy of
those who have annihilated Inunlrethi of
others in the movement such as Medgar
Evers and %kik Litizo.
His leadership probably was looked
upon as being careful and "safe" for the
"nigras."
But now the Nobel Peace Prize winner
has betrayed the trust of those who let
hint live. He has attacked the sacred cow

of "patriotism."
He has left what has become the "sanctuary" of the civil rights movement for
the blasphemous ranks of war protestors.
He has lambasted the religion of the
patriotic zealots who feel that America
must "protect" the freedom of half a nation by murdering its population.
He has decried American foreign policy
as being aggressive and colonialistie and
"on the wrong side of the world revolution."
He has said that if America supported

the world’s PEOPLE in their indigenous
struggles for self determination and freedom, there would be no place for communistn in these movements.
The truly sad thing is that we haven’t
supported the will of the people in Asia,
Africa, South America or Mississippi because our allegiance is with the stipremists
and dictators whom those people wish to
oust.
It is unfortunate that most people who
charge Dr. King with being a Communist
or "pinko," can see things only in terms
of black and white. You have to be "with
us or ag’itt us," anti if you’re ag’in us you
can’t be right no matter what you say.
We must address our thoughts not to
who says something, nor to what his credentials are, but whether or. not what he
is saying is meaningful.
And on this score, civil rights-er though
he may be, Rev. Dr. King is still preaching "gospel."

The recent controversy over the relationship between student government and the
Spartan Daily has been bubbling for several
weeks. Should the Daily be financed by the
ASB? If so, should the ASB have the right to
influence the Daily’s policies? If not, how
should the Daily receive its finances? What
should be the nature of the Daily’s relationship with the Department of Journalism and
Advertising?
The brothers of Tau Delta Phi support the
movement to separate the Daily from the
ASB’s purse strings and to establish a system
which guarantees the Daily a certain percentage of each student activities fee.
The ending of this relationship would remove the Daily from direct pressure from
the ASB. This would end threats of withdrawal of funds by the ASB when the Daily
happens to anger high ASB officials, and it
would destroy the rationale of the ASI3’s
appointing of the Daily editor. Without a
direct financial interest in the Daily the ASB
Would have no justification for appointing an
editor.
With the removal of the ASH from the
scene the quality and scope of news coverage
tvould improve. There would be no direct
pressure group with which the Daily must
Contend. The newspaper would be free to
Consider the needs and activities of all students directly instead of being forced to satisfy ASB needs first. A part of these student
needs would, of course, include coverage of
the ASB, but the Daily would be totally free
to judge for itself the uewsworthiness of ASB
act ions.
The brothers of Tau Delta Phi support the
Spartan Daily in its efforts to achieve these

ends.
The Interest of the student body could be

further served if the Spartan Daily were to
be eventually removed from the direct supervision of the Department of Journalism and

for your myopic eyes, or your little baby
became seriously ill but all the hospitals
had decided to close that day just for the
hell of itbecause the doctors and nurses
were bored of working.
What would you do then, Mr. Kopke?
What would you think, Mr. Kopke, if
told you that instead of representing a
new movement or a new revolution ("the
awesome task of making a revolution")
you are merely a throwback to the primitive, the typical reaction of weak people
who can’t cope with any society (capitalist
and communist alike) that imposes upon
them discipline, even in the simplest
forms, and the responsibility inherent in
any civilization?
LONG RUN RESULTS
What would you think, Mr. Kopke, if
I told you that the average human being
unist and capitalist
attends classes, in co
countries alike, because in the long run it
will further him as an individual, even
if for the tt tttttt ent lie is extremely bored?
Because he does not live for the day, because he does not grab for the nearest
body when the urge seizes hint, because,
in short, he is not an animal clothed in
flowers and flutes and luminescent paint?
all

the people in the world suddenly blew

their minds on acid and you had to urinate

Student Apathy Provokes Critical Comment
Editor:

to your statement, all the postal workers
in America got bored working and didn’t
deliver the mail for a day, or your eye
doctor didn’t want to grind new glasses

What would you do, Mr. Kopke, if

Thrust and Parry

’Tau Delta Phi Supports
Independence of Daily’

yes-

terday.

Advertising and opened to all students. Journalism students could, of course, work on the
paper, but in this manner the paper would
be snore geared to the needs of an academic
community rather than to the needs of students seeking training for professional journalism.
The brothers of Tau Delta Phi urge all
segments ’of the college community to work
actively toward these goals.
Roger Allen
A9500
And the Brothers of Tim Delta Phi
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Spartan Daily staff is NOT restricted to journalism majors. Although there is a
general campus-wide misconception to the contrary.
The staff class is open to those outside the Department of Journalism and Advertising.)

’Does Apathetic Attitude
Ilelp University Status?’
Editor:
There seems to he a growing problem in
the system of higher education at SJS. It
is too deep to submit to a simple solution
and hence is viewed with an apathetic eye.
The problem presents itself when an instructor in a general education class either endeavors to provoke class discussion by introducing various controversial issues and is unsuccessful, or finds after a vigorously delivered
lecture that the faces staring back at him am
not expressing awe at his astute observations
but rather a feeling of oblivious disconcern.
At first, the problem might appear to be the
student’s. After all, how is the student going
to learn anything if he daydreams in class?
But there seems to he an implicit assumption
that the student comes to class to learn. Many
students come to class only because general
educational courses are prerequisite to the
degree. Anything they pick up in the process,
though possibly beneficial, is a coincidental
side effect.
Actually, there are few discontented with
the situation as it stands. The students with
the indifferent attitude like things the way

they are; the students who come to learn don’t
find the others in their way. The teachers
have enough of the students who are sincere
in their desire to learn for their appeasement.
They are interested in the problem but not
really concerned enough about it to take
action; after all, ". . . things could be a lot
worse." Even the school makes a significant
contribution to the situation by cutting the
general education requirements and condensing two-semester courses into one semester
"quickies."
It appears that things are becoming oriented more toward the wishes of an expanding
plurality of students who have the attitude,
"Let’s see how far we can possibly get doing
as little work as we can possibly do." Is this
the attitude of members of a responsible college community desiring university status?

Norman Cooper
A16159

’Bronzan’s Involvement
Only Stimulated Interest’
Editor:
Senior Rep. Bob Stahl has Introduced a resolution which requests the Academic Council to
adopt a policy statement "prohibiting faculty
participation in ASB elections."
I was a member of one of the classes that
Dr. Bronzan spoke In on the student elections.
I found his brief talk both informative and
stimulating. He at no time mentioned names.
He merely stated that our interests were in
jeopardy. He didn’t tell us we should vote for
any particular candidate, but, that we should
look into the platforms of each of the candidates.
Whenever there is a low election turn-out
we are subjected to the cries of "student
apathy." Yet when a professor stimulates stu-

dent interest in an election it is called "involvement." It’s about time the "studeat
leaders" decided just exactly what type of
game they are really trying to play.
Paul Hewitt
A17176

’We Deserve a Speaker
Relevant to Generation’
Editor:
The Graduation announcements failed to
mention that our commencement speaker, Otis
Chandler, is a supporter of the John Birch
Society. I am not against free speech and I
do not question his right to speak. But let’s
face it, students, he is going to hand us the
same old Protestant Ethic and we have heard

it before,

Out of respect for our integrity the college
should at least give a speaker who has some
relevance to this generation.
Daniel Collie
AC106

Open Letter to Bruckman:
’Don’t Give Up the Fight’
Editor:
Here is an open letter to John Bruckman:
Dear John,
I hope you will continue to understand,
as I am sure understood thus far, that you are
now engaged in a cause which is concerned
with a question much more important than
who will be ASB president next year: the
more vital question concerns the discrepancy
between the pretended ethics and the actual
practices of many of our esteemed ASB officials.
You must realize that at this point your
accomplishments derived from post-election
prosecution mean more to the health of student government than possibly anyttgag you
might do as ASB president. Please don’t give
up the fight. You are not struggling any longer
to save John Bruckman; this is a struggle to
insure the supposedly guaranteed fair shake
for all of us.
Val Zeller
A148.40

but the toilet didn’t work and the plumber
was on a trip and couldn’t fix it? What
would you anti your "most practical" acid
heads do? Shrivel up anti die as The
Fittal Escape?
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CSCSPA Conclave
Calls for Birth Control
Legislation calling for the offering of birth control information
and prescriptions to coeds from
college health centers highlighted
last weekend’s California State
College Student President’s Association (CSCSPA) conclave held
at SJS.
The 47 student presidents and
other delegates to tne annual Transition Conference, in the final general session, approved a resolution
offering the devices with the provision that any decision to give
prescriptions for devices should be
based on the patient-doctor relationship.
The Birth Control Medications
Committee felt birth control information should be made available
to any coed seeking it, but that
devices should be prescribed only
after a medical examination and
patient -doctor conference.
The conference, according to the
committee report, would be held to
assure the doctor of the maturity
of his patient as well as to insure
correct use of the device prescribed.
Thus, in effect, the CSCSPA
legislation did not divorce the

I World -Wide
Morning headlines: in FRANCE
Charles de Gaulle announces he
won’t veto Britain’s entry into
Common Market. A major victory
for British
. . WASHINGTON
announces it has removed more
than 10,000 "unreliables" from
work on nuclear projects in last
four years...
New poll reveals Sen. Tom Kuchel, liberal GOP’er, extremely unpopular with CALIF. Republicans.
Only 37 per cent support him, rest
of vote split among conservative
candidates . .
In WASHINGTON Ike recovering from gastro-intestinal disorder
... TOKYO reports that an American seaman is a prisoner in North
Vietnam, .
The former Mrs. America, in
SAN DIEGO, claims she was
gypped out of $16,000 in prize
money last year. .. in VIETNAM
Marines battled through banana
groves yesterday in search of
North Viet regulars. . .
Supreme Court, in historic decision, ruled yesterday in WASHINGTON that juvenile courts must
grant same procedural protections
as adult courts . . . Peng Chen,
former high Red official in CHINA,
has been denounced in wall newspapers . . .compiled from AP.

question of ethics from that of
medicine.
A recommendation from the
Committee asked that the CSCSPA
poll the state colleges on sex education classes available to students.
"Sex education and birth control information are inseparable,"
the Committee said.
ASH President Jerry Spolter discussed CSCSPA’s role in getting
Proposition 2 on last November’s
ballot. Spotter feels the proposition
never would have passed without
the help of CSCSPA and a campaign by SJS students to have the
measure approved by San Jose
residents.
As a result of the measure’s
passage, tideland oil revenues will
be used for construction on the
SJS campus.
CSCSPA also took an active role
in expressing the stand of the student body on tuition and budget
cuts. It ultimately stood with students against it, and the result was
a call-off by the California budget
bureau when it was decided to increase tuition at the University
of California only.
ASB Vice President Vic Lee feels
that CSCSPA has recently improved itself in many ways, "In
the past the big schools dominated
meetings and had a bigger say
than anyone else."
Now the CSCSPA has found a
way to eliminate malapportionment. Balance of power is now in
two separate bodies: the recently
created President’s Assembly and
the Delegates’ Assembly within the
organization itself.
Delegates elected George St.
John of San Fernando Valley State
College to succeed Jim Nixon of
San Francisco State College as
president of the organization.
Other of f ice r s include Ron
Brown, Cal State Hayward, executive vice-president; Gary Townsend. Cal State Los Angeles, coordinating vice president; and Neil
Snyder, San Fernando Valley
State. treasurer.

Bruckman Appeal

(Continued From Page 1)
mony must be presented again to
correctly review all evidence.
Gene Lokey, prosecuting attorney for Bruckman’s trial, told the
commission that the disqualified
president-elect waived his right to
a verbatim record.
The Judiciary concurred, explaining that Bruckman had agreed to
go ahead with proceedings, despite
the lack of a tape recorder.
Under Judiciary rules, a defend antis allowed to postpone his hearing until facilities for a verbatim
recording are available.
The faculty committee feels that
prepared statements by the Judiciary and by Brucicman, explaining their versions of what happened that flrst day, will provide
the information needed.
Tomorrow night the commission
will probably decide which course
to follow, but other than that no
one can guess what the next step
will be.
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Police Agencies Combine Effort Rule Magazine
Offer Film, Display, 0 pen House Now On Sale
All the paraphernalia fmn
boats to dogs to mobile crime labs
police use to set ye and protect
the public is on display today and
tomorrow in the courtyard of MacQuarrie Hall.
A new technicolor movie "Every
Hour - Every Day," produced and
distributed by the International
Association of Chiefs of Police, is
being shown hourly in MI1523.
The display that began at 9 this
morning results from the effol ts of
the San Jose Police Department,
Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Department, the California Highway
Patrol, FBI, Milpitas Police Department, F. Morton Pitt Police
Equipment Company, the San Jose

Chapter of the National Safety
Council, and Lambda Alpha Epsilon and Chi Pi Sigma professional
law enforcement fraternities.
At 1 p.m. today and tomorrow,
four police officers and their dogs
in the K-9 Corps from the San
Jose Police Department will present a one-hour demonstration.
Law enforcement classrooms and
laboratories in MacQuarrie Hall,
considered to be among the finest
training facilities in the county,
will also be open for public view
during this period.
The two-day program in recognition of National Police Week is
jointly sponsored by the Department of Law Enforcement and Administration and Lambda Alpha

Epsilon, professional law enforcement irate’ nity.
Richard Grace, assistant prolessor of law enforcement and administration, is general chairman.

Spanish Exams
Qualifying examinations for students planning to take graduate
Spanish courses in the fall will be
given May 22 from 3:30 until 5:30
p.m. in ED446.
This special exam is for students
who are not Spanish majors during their under graduate years.
Sign ups for either examination
may be made with Mrs. Jean Dahl
in 2A of Building N.

Rule Magazine, presented bisemesterly by the Engineering Department, will be on sale this week
in the lobby of the Engineering
Building. The 40-page magazine
sells for 25 cents.
Marie Williams, junior home economics major, is this issue’s Rulemate. The 20-year-old coed is most
interested in travel and wants to
become a fashion coordinator.
Featutes in the Rule include an
article on computerized traffic systems. These systems are being used
on many city streets now including San Jose’s own San Carlos
Street. Other articles concern
thermonuclear reactors (which explain chemical reactions inside a
reactor), and computers.

580 MERIDIAN ROAD
CORNER OF MOORPARK

SEIZE

Open Sunday through Thursday
from 11 a.m. to 12 midnight
Fridays and Saturdays 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PIZZA PARLOR &
YE PUBLIC HOUSE

is the place for...
PIZZA 8z MUSIC

Banquet To Honor
Women’s Athletics
The Women’s Recreation Association will honor the successful
seasons of all the women’s athletic
teams tonight at its annual Awards
Banquet.
Guest speaker for the evening
will be Thomas Tutko, associate
professor of psychology. His speech
will cover "Attitudes of Women
Toward Athletic Competition."

DRESS WESTERN
FOR THE RODEO
MAY 19, 20, 21 FAIRGROUNDS
Western Wear Is THE Look!

Did you know there is no extra charge
for having a good time at Shakey’s?
Every Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday night our music is...

ON THE HOUSE!
Now featuring "Mary", San Jose’s min Sophie at the piano

Complete
WESTERN OUTFITTER
FOR MEN & WOMEN

ABAICEIrl PIM PARLOR &
Ye PUBLIC house

THE
WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara
Open Monday and Thur.day untl 9 p.m.

****************** ********* **
Coupon
Special Introductory Offer
Good For:
750 off on giant pizza
OR
50ft off on large pizza
Offer expires May 28, 1967
*******************************

AT MOORPARK
PHONE 286-9666
IF

YOUR

PIZZA

IS

PERFECTION

...

ITS

FROM

SHAKEY’S

Tuesday and Thursday night special.
San Jose State Students. Pitcher of
Beer $1.25. Please show ASH card.
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Race of the Year’

Tommie vs. Lee Could Create World Record
mile if the season last week in duel as neither Smith nor Evans
Fresno, when he Wkirrneri Up fill hes ever lost a 440 race.
It could also be the last headSaturday’s match with a 44.6 clockto-head match as they will coning in the mile relay.
centrate on their specialties the
The competitive mai ks for Smith i remainder of the season
Smith
and Evans are remarkably cloot... ill the 220 and Evans in the 440.
Tommie lists a lifetime liest 1Area
Bay
Speaking before the
t
43 7 while Lee ha, I’m
Si iortswritei s in Palo Alto MonTommie Smith, considered thi- To Ilikk
Iv,.
day Smith calmly stated, "May
, ’aid\ lastest human, will opposo tither
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the two premier quarter-milers in with an all-weather tartan struc-!
lull’. It was hoped that the facility
would be ready for Saturday’s San
has
which
The outdated track,
Spartan Track will officially
Jose Records Meet, but with the
iten the stomping grounds for heavy seasonal rains, the construecome to a close for SJS this Sal,
day, and making the event a mi.- ,iieh former track greats as Ray tion was set back several months..
Norton. will I,,’ replayed next Near
morable one will be a 440 duel
FEATURED EVENT
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

the world.

REGARDING
BALDNESS...

S. I. TCROFF
Director
of the
California Tarot,
(Aires

Are you from
MISSOURI!

lint

III

Iii.

Althourh the Inagnificent duo is entered. li1, ’1
predieting who will Win.
getting bioti r ii.soli
inajoi
iji I
lecord looms as a great Shtickelfot it, sa
role in the record isTiormances.
1..ans, who feels he is farther Jack Yertnim of the Santa Clara
I ahead of last year’s pace, despite Youth Village and Frost.’ star Ore,
the weather, wants the victory O’Connor will also Ols Owl! skills
bad, as does Smith, which will against the best.
culminate in a very interesting
SOMETHINtli
duel.
records meet will al-si IC
The
for
the
The pair will be shooting
44.9 world standard now in the Smith’s last appearance before the
San Jose fans.
possession of Adolph Plummer.
Something has to give in the
Evans ran his lastest quarter-

t sill, several long disI 1, Ili,
tance rumwrs, led by Tracy Smith,
o stepping down to challenge
the four-minute barrier, never
’waken on the SJS track.
Clarence Johnson, Tom Laris,
Chris Papanicolaou, Dave Maggard,
Darrell Horn, Bill Straub, Al Rockwell, Dave Weill, and Phil Conley,
all immediately recognizable as the
best in their events also are set
for the competition.
Field events begin at 1:30 with
running events at 1:35 p.m.
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The Johnsons will take over in the high jump
ONE OF THREE
pit Saturday in the San Jose Records Meet with three competing
for top honors. The Spartans will be represented by Ed Johnson,
who has cleared 7-0 in his career and has a 6-10 top mark this
season.
.Aaawiiowwwiwww.

The QuackeP Sox
By LEW ARMISTEAD
Sports Editor

SPECIAL OFFER! (Next 7 days Only. to New Clients) A regular 30-minute Tureff Treatment for $2.00. No obligation! The
Lamazing treatment that has been given over one million times.
A California Record!

Whets a nationally ranked college water polo team has to
beg the use of a junior college’s pool for its home games,
eyebrows are raised.
Thal is Ihe situation that SJS faces I his season as it must
play three of its home games at Foothill. Not only is that bad
enough, hut the Spartans will be playing the preliminary to
junior college contests.
The top two nationally ranked college water polo teams
from last season, UCLA and USC, come to Northern California
this season to meet the Spartans, but have refused to play in
antiquated Spartan Pool.
The second ranked state college squad, Long Beach State,
is also following suit its refusing to visit the SJS landmark.
So the Spartans are forced to play three home gatnes at
Foothill.
The Spartans, who were tied for fourth nationally last
season, will have a tough enough time eompeting against this
type of opposition in their own facility.
The Foothill pool is nearly a complete opposite to Spartan
Pool, however, and SJS will be forced to play a different game.
"We will lose our spectator advantage anti the momentum
a team gains when it has the support of the crowd," Walton
explained.
must move from a
"Physically we will also be hurt.
small, narrow pool into one of the maximum size. This will
force Ile to adapt our passes anti play patterns."
Walton also pointed out that neither UCLA or USC had
any qualms about playing in Spartan Pool until SJS became
a national power. Now they are interested in playing in a
facility closer to their own.
Walton fears that this might be a progressing trend among
the collegiate powers.
"There is word going around that more and more college
teams will refuse to play in Spartan. Pool," Walton reported.
"In the very near future Stanford will probably refuse to play
its at home."

HOME TREATMENTS AVAILABLE FOR OUT OF TOWNERS
HOURS: DAILY I I a.m.-8 p.m., SAT 10 a.m.-2 p.m., THURS. 4-8 p.m.

E T R

SCA HAM $1.104USI
IR &1 LIADOW

All-America poloist
LONELY COMPETITOR
Jack Likins might not see as many friendly faces
in the stands this season as the Spartans will be
forced to play three home games at Foothill.

San Jose: 950 The Alameda
San Mateo: 122 2nd Ave. (Suite 2111

UCLA, USC and Long Beach State have refused
to play in the ancient Spartan Pool, and coach
Lee Walton expects that more collegiate powers
may soon follow suit.

Gridders Prepare for Fall
Practice With Squad Meeting
Spring football practice is over, at the South Campus Athletic
but preparation for next fall’s grid Building at 3:30 p.m.
Line coach Tom Keele stated the
team is just beginning, and the
first squad meeting since the Alum- meeting will be used "to go over
ni contest will take place Monday the player’s grades and class stand-

We

ings, plus set up the initial fall

Is this
man a
double agent?

20% off
on all
Records

Jewelry
Gift items

Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

prargice sessions."
The first fall practice is tentatively set for Sept. 1.
The squad saw films of its 18-16
victory over the Alumni the Monday following the annual contest.
The coaching staff was generally
pleased with the team’s performance, but head coach Harry Anderson pointed out, "we need a lot
of work before we will be ready
for that first game and the nine
rugged contests that follow it."

Yes We Deliver!
Delivery Menu
BEEF PIZZA

R. Sheldon Onstead
No, but he knows a lot about
security. A former campus reps..
sentative, he is a member of Provident Mutual’s Internship Program
for undergraduates. Since becoming a full-time representative, Mr.
Onsfead has qualified for membership in the Provident Mutual Lead.
ors Association end the company’s
Top 50 Club, which is comprised of
the 50 leading agents throughout
the United States. A million dollar
producer, this man’s knowledge and
experience can be helpful to you.
For information regarding either
your own if. insurance program or
career in sales management, call
Shel at 297-5707.

BEN REICHMUTH, C.L.U.
Manager
R. SHELDON ONSTEAD,
C.L.U.

PRICNI WENT
MUTUAL

LIFE

I NNNNNN Ca Catilnw 41. PI-Pie aro, orila

675 N. lsf

297-5707

$1.95

PLAIN PIZZA (Extra Cheese)

1.95

MILD SAUSAGE PIZZA

1.95

SALAMI PIZZA

1.95

PEPPERONI PIZZA

1.95

12 Inch pizzas only
Mushrooms (cup)

.25

Spaghetti (With garlic bread)

.99

Salad (Tossed green) .................

AO

CokeSprite

.20

(12 0Z.) .......

..........

Supper fresh ... right out of our 250’ mobile
oxen. Call for an economical "QUICKIE
CHICKIE" dinner tonight!
DINNER-4 big, plump pieces of fried chicken: delicious serving of spaghetti and hot garlic bread
$1.55
CRATEThe party pleaserpacked with 8
ready-to-eat pieces of golden-fried chicken ...
an outstanding value!
11 .99

WE DELIVER
10th & William
San Jose, California

Delivery Hours:
Sun. through Thurs., 4 p.m. to midnight
Fri. and Sat. 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

295-3805
OPEN DAILY AT NOON

I Wednesaay, May 1, 1967

Baseballers Tough
In ’League’ Play
By JOHN JACKSON
Spartan natty Sports Writer
Playing its final season as an
independent, the SJS baseball team
finished with a disappointing 12.19 won-lost record, and at times
played as if the Little League
world championship were at stake.
At other times, however, they
played sound and often exciting
baseball, and there are indications
that baseball could be on the upswing at SJS, as the Spartans enter the newly formed WCAC baseball alignment.
Actually the Spartans fared well
this season against next year’s
conference foes, it was against the
more powerful University status
schools that their record suffered.
The nation’s No. 1 ranked Stanton’. Indians took the Spartans
twice, as did the hard hitting California Bears. The nationally ranked
Washington State team also

Help! 300 Workers
Heeded for Monkees
The San Jose City Council
often moves fast, but It can’t
act quick enough to get Spartan
stadium enlarged in time for the
reek-n -roll Monkees May 27 convert and help is needed to handle
the expected overflow crowd.
The SOS signal was sent up
early tills week by the sponsoring Spartan Foundation. It needs
300 hearty lads for ushers, program vendors and parking attendants.
All persons Interested In helping are urged to sign-up at the
Mall’s
Physical Education Office in Spartan Gym,

stopped the SJS nine in a hard
played game.
Another team that had the Spartans’ number was the power-laden
San Francisco State Gators, who
made the SJS team look terrible in
7-1 and 6-2 wins.
Playing teams they will meet in
conference play next season, the
Spartans compiled a more respectable 7-8 won -lust mark.
They split the season’s series
with every conference foe except
UOP, which usuk them three times
in five meetings.
Perhaps the Spartans’ most satisfying victory came over Santa
Clara. After being clobbered by the
Broncos, 16-1, in the SJS home
opener, the Spartans came back
to beat the tough Santa Clarans,
7-5 in ,Buck Shaw Stadium.
Against their Other future conference. opponents, the Spartans
split the tough way, sweeping and
then losing doubleheaders in homeand-away confrontations.
SJS beat St. Mary’s twice at
SJS, then lost twice in Moraga.
They reversed the procedure
against USF’s Dons, winning twice
in San Francisco, and losing a pair
at home.
Against UOP. the Spartans also
split a twin bill series, but lost to
the Tigers in a single game played
in the San Diego Marine Corps
TOUGH TRANSFER - Bob Holmes, a hard-throwing transfer
Spring Tournament to drop their
from Monterey Peninsula, overcame a sore wrist to lead a strong
"conference" record below .500.
SJS pitching staff this year. Only a junior, Holmes is expected
With the nucleus of this year’s
back next year to help the Spartans in their first WCAC season.
pitching staff coming back the
Spartans can expect an improved
season next year, as they play in
the WCAC northern dislsion along
with Santa Clara, St. Mary’s and
UOP.
They, of course, will also play
Soccer is a new sport in the U.S.
teams In the Southern division, and
By ROBERTSON OBOT
have road games scheduled for PepEfiok Akpan of Nigeria feels and most of the players are forpentine, Loyola and Santa Barbara. very frustrated hy the American eign -born. Akpan said he felt that
Collegiate Soccer League regula- Ainerivan-Isim players are no
in countries
tion which puts graduate students match for you
on the sidelines. He said it was where soccer is a national sport.
Soccer
to
Nigeria
is
as baseball is
painful for him to be a mere spectator, so he joined the semi -pro to Americans.
DOES NOT FAVOR RI’LE
team, Latino. of San Jose.
Akpan did not favor the ACSL
Akpan, a graduate engineering
student started playing soccer as regulation which presents him and
far back as when he could first other graduate students from parin elementary ticipating in intercollegiate games.
McCort won both the 880 and run. He had played
school soccer competitions "I feel a student should be almile runs in rather easy fashion and high
con - lowed to play as long as he is enin times of 2:07.5 and 4:56.5, re- in his country, where these
try, where these contests are popu- rolled in a school," he said. "There
spectively,
Is no pride in being a side line
One of the top events of the larly known as "cup knock out."
star," he added.
meet was the long jump held Fri- That means a losing team is elimIntroducing soccer to all high
day afternoon. Dennis Deichler of inated from the contest. Before
schools and colleges would help
ATO edged former Spartan foot- coming to the U.S. Akpan was sepromote the game, he believes. Beball and basketball star S. T. lected for Nigeria’s junior internasides, creating leagues and scholarSaffold with a final leap of 22 feet. tional.
ships, as is the case in other sports,
JOINS IN ’61
Saffold had to settle with the
He joined Stan Jose State varsity might stimulate interest in soccer
runnerup spot with a jump of
soccer team when he enrolled in in the U.S.
21-9.
Commenting on the effect of his
Other winners were Bill Hoff- 1962. Akpan played continuously
man of Sigma Nu with a throw until he graduated in 1965. He rep- color on his participation in competitions, Akpan said the unfriendof 333 feet in the baseball throw; resented San Jose State in the
Jim Marsh of Sigma Phi Epsilon, Northern California Collegiate Soc- liness of his team-mates and op139-9’4 In the discus; independent cer meet and the All American Col- ponents caused some "unpleasant
Bill Durin’s 9.5 clocking in the legiate Soccer meet in 1963 and experiences." However, his teammates became friendly later on,
70 yard high hurdles; and Mike 1964.
Unlike most stars who remember but his opponents never spared
McNair of the OBG’s, 6-2 in the
moments of glory only, Akpan re- him.
high jump.
He plans to return with his famSaffold also gained a second in members best the game San Jose
the baseball throw, while DeDiego State lost to St. Louis University ily to Nigeria after he graduates.
was second in the century. The in the semi-finals of 1964, "It was
OBG’s finished as runnersup in the the day everything went wrong
with the team," he recalled.
relay and ATO was third.

Efiok Akpan One of Soccer
Stars Not Happy With Rule
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Intramurals

MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
MASSACHUSETTS

VOLLEYBALL

1625

286-4010

Quality service
Expert repairs
Convenient location

Free theater pass to our customers

SOFTBALL
The Fraternity League fast pitch
title will hinge on the outcome of
the ATO-Delta Upsilon game today. ATO has an 8-0 mark and
will wrap up the crown if they can
down DU, who has a 6-2 record.
Theta Chi is tight behind at 7-2.
Me and Them and the Grass
Menagerie both have 8-0 records
in Independent League fast pitch
action. The title will be decided
when the two clubs meet Monday
evening.

We will give every Paragon VW patron a free pass to
Fox Bayshore Drive-in Theater. Offer expires May 31,
1967.

Paragon Volkswagen Service
646 Auserais Aye,
at Royal
San Jose

The Powder Pale Nail

In rich

shade

suede. Beige,

; shaggy

Green or Gold

You will look cool where.
ever you go this summer in
your favorite complexion colored nail shades. Breath
of tan, bare blush, breath
of ivory, almond beige,
oyster white, breath of
beige, alabaster pink, and
breath of pink. Pale as a
powder . . . fresh as a
cream.
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HEROLDS TOWN & COI \ NY. INC.
Open

try
Town &
Mom, Thurs. & Fri.

9:30 p.m.

Tenth & Santa Clara

294.9131
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STATION
Station COOK SET Portable
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"
999 tee
J
PAD 399
Luns An Gas
19"
STERLING
SLEEPING
FLOOR SAMPLES
BASEBALL
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CAMPING GEAR
WAGON
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Stove 2 -Burner
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50% OFF!
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SALESMAN 6AMPLES
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Tim McElwy and Rosalee O’Day
teamed up to win the Intramural
Coed Volleyball title Monday in
PER. The winners battled the
team of ATO Tim Holman and
Sue Kaiser in three close final
contests.
The scores in the best -of-three
Finals were 14-16, 16-14, and 15-12.
The other two squads that competed in the finals were Theta
Chi Greg Davies and Carolyn Cervantes, and Theta Chi Steve Brennan and Rosann Ashen.

RODS

The In feet are wearing the sandal
that puts a surf-side kind of swagger
into days and nights.

Christ i a n
Science
) Organization

Spartan golfer ROSS RillIdiiii con- nada oauntry Club May 27-28 aurL
tinued his winning ways as he the Santa Clara County Tourn.
teamed with Bob Smith of Sacra- scheduled for the first week III,
J11111’.
mento to capture the Northern
California Medalist Tourney at Spy
Glass Hill Sunday.
The tourney had a SJS flavor
as the three top teams had eitlicr
a fin mer Spartan or a present %.ar
sity player. Coach Jerry Vroom
entered several a his golfers. 1,10
Dick Mt-eteial
only Randall and
finished high.
The teams of Randall -Smith ars!
McClean -Harry Taylor, a former
Spartan linkster, tied for the lead
after the regulation 18-holes. Randall prneeeded to pull the victory
out as he birdied the second overtime hole.
The third place team consisted
of Jack Ewing of Bakersfield and
Terry Small, a former SJS performer who was NCAA Champ in
1964.
CAREER PREVIEWS FOR JUNIORS ONLY
Vroom’s club will not compete
Juniors who are top students will have an unusual opporas a team until the NCAA tourney
tunity next summer to evaluate life insurance selling as a
June 19-24 at Shawnee -on-Delacareer through a specialized summer work program in our
ware, Penn. But, several of his
top swingers will perfoim in local
agency.
matches to be ready for the NCAA.
Those selected will receive valuable technical, business,
Two of the matches will be the
and sales training through active participation in the daily
Blossom Tourney at La Rincoactivities of the agency. This is full-time, salaried work
under direct management supervision.

"’

IIEROLDS DOWNTOWN
74 S. First Street
Open Thurs. until

What Is Understanding?
You r inwt.d to consider this
and ether ’argots with us.
at 7:30 Om
Mtino tornorrer
Chapel at the corner of S. Tenth
and Sin Carlos Streets.

Randall Birdies Overtime Hole
For Northern Cal Victory

Theta Chi Captures
College Spike Crown
Capturing four first place trophies and a multitude of seconds
and thirds, Theta Chi scored 101
points to win the Intramural AllCollege Track Meet held last Friday and Saturday on the Spartan
Track. Alpha Tau Omega totaled
84 points for second place.
Theta Chi had three individual
winners and the victorious 880
yard relay team. John Sorba thiew
the shot put 45-8, Dave Long
streaked to a 53.9 win in the 440,
and Jim DeDiego was timed in
23.8 while topping the 220 field.
The Theta Chi relay team was
clocked in 1:35.4.
Al Sequeira, competing for the
Independent League squad of Me
and Them, was voted the outstanding performer of the meet. Sequeira sprinted to a 10.2 win in
the 100 yard dash and took his
second victory in the 180 yard low
hurdles with a time of 20.8.
The only other double winner
was independent Steve McCort.
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JOB HUNTERS
Permanent or Temporary
openings are waiting for

YOU . . .
TRAINEE
(various fields)

T

ENGINEERING
SECRETARIAL
CLERK/TYPIST
RECEPTIONIST
and many more
If you have the

ABILITY . . .
Let us make you
AVAILABLE!
S.C. Valley Personnel Agency

availABILITY
Coast to Coast
286-3969

8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Swenson Bldg.
Validated Parking
...C.44C4C.Ce.esCCel

The drama, EmanuEl’s first
work, will be performed Monday
and Tuesday evenings in the Studio Theatre, SD103. Admission
is by tickets, which may be
picked up free of charge from
the Studio Theatre Box Office
on the evening of the performance.
"Lift Up Thine Eyes" poses
such problems as the conflict of
past and present and the place
of the aged in modern society
through the confrontation of an
old man and his son, who seek
to transcend their problems and
find a corrunon understanding.
EmanuEl received a $2500 fellowship award from the S. Schubert Foundation for the 1966-67
year. The fellowship is designed
to aid masters candidates seeking a professional career in playwrighting.
EmanuEl submitted the threeact play "Life Up Thine Eyes."
and plans for several futonc
plays to the Fellowship Committee.

you, can call
and request the old.
songs on the NEW

KWh"
1170
RADIO

.114i the tnrnibev,
Call

B t PAT TOIRELLO
Daily Staff Writer

Spartan

p)

6,

do

"Lift Up Thine Eyes." a realistic play dealing with social and
religious problems, by graduate
student Eddy EmanuEl, will be
staged by the Drama Department’s rehearsal and performance class.

SALES

777 N. First St.

Student Play
Tel IsContlict se,
Of Old, New

Pianist To Play Tonight

272-0111

San Jose
for your favorite songs!

ete
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COMIC "Touchstone," played by Ken Kopec, jousts
with Audrey (Penny Campagnaj in a scene from "As You Like It."
The Shakespearean play will be staged Friday and Saturday in
the College Theatre.

Bard’s Lighter Side
To Brighten Stage
lt

LINDA TUNG
Dully Staff Writer
"As You Like It," a pastoral
romance by William Shakespeare, will be presented by the
Drama Department on Friday
and Saturday and again Wednesday, May 24 through Friday,
May 27.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. in
the College Theater.
Tickets are available at $1.50
general admission and 75 cents
for students, at the College
Theater Box Office between 1-5
p.m. and at the door.
The plot of "As You Like It"
was derived from a novel
by Shakespeare’s contemporary,
Thomas Lodge, entitled, "Rosalynde, Euphues’ Golden Legacie."
The story tells of a Duke of
France, who being dispossessed
of his dominions by his younger brother, Frederick, retires to
the neighboring forest of Arden
with a few of his faithful followers. His daughter Rosalind
remains at her unsurping uncle’s
court as companion for her be1 ,,ca

Spartan

You can enjoy eight magic
days in MEXICO!
The siestas and the sun, the fiestah anti the fun
of romantic Mexico can be yours with this exciting oiler:
Trip Includes:
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vet Sertlice

219 Town & Country Village
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The two maidens witness a
wrestling-match
between
the
Duke’s wrestler and Orlando,
an unknown youth, in which the
the latter comes off victorious.
Duke Frederick is pleased with
the young man’s prowess and
is disposed to show him favor
until he discovers Orlando to
be the son of one of the banished Duke’s friends. But Rosalind is delighted to hear of this
connection, since she has become favorably disposed towards
Orlando.
The people are so fond of Rosalind, because of her many accomplishments and for the sake
of her father, that Duke Frederick in alarm banishes her also
from the court. For love of her.
Celia accompanies her cousin
into exile.
Thus the drama centers around
lover, courtiers, and moralists
living at case. There are tendendes of tradegy in the beginning
but they are soon dissolved by
purity and health which resolve
the baser designs of men into
harmless fantasies.
Dr. Paul Davee, the director
of the play, has indicated that
his aim in staging the play is
to provide the student actors
with training in performing
Shakespeare.
Serving on the production staff
are J. Wendell Johnson, set design; Berneice Frisk, costumer,
and graduate student Richard
Bylin, who handles the lighting
under the direction of Dr. Kenneth R. Dorst.
Johnson’s stage design will
have no illusionary scenery, and
will follow the tradition of the
Shakespearean stage.
’’The basic stage design will be
abstract," explains the director.
Student actors appearing in
"As You Like It" will include
Gary Flothum as Orlando; Judith
Anderson as Rosalind; LeRoy
Julien as Oliver; Terry Somodi
as Celia; Ken Kopec as Touchstone; and Penny Campagna as
Audrey. Approximately 30 other
students complete the cast.
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"The Chicago
Typewriter Band"
7:30 p.m. 9:30
p.m.
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Fred Smoot
CUPB Nightclub

1

A.S.B. Card
p.m.

Z & H Productions

$1.92

MANNY’S
CELLAR
175

Mon.-Thurs.:
5-9 p.m.
Fri. -Sat.:
5-10 p.m.

W. St. John
286-5990

HIGH INCOME VACATION JOB
You Can Earn $1,000 or
More This Summer and
Still Have Plenty of Time
for Recreation
Enjoy your work with the mornings free to
swim, surf, and play golf; which is a far cry
from the usual menial type of summer work.
You will receive sales training second to none
in the industry.

CONTACT
AMERICANA CORPORATION
151 87th St.
Daly City

to the airport any old time (over 600 flights a week
between the Bay Area and Los Angeles/San Diego).

DAE BAIRD
... performs tonight
Wilson, Bill Evans and Ramsey
Lewis, and also enjoys exotic
music such as that from Tibet,
China and India.
He finds that music of Eastern
cultures can aid him in performing Western compositions. "In
many Romantic works, especially
the three I have chosen, endings
and beginnings must not be
abrupt the performer must project the feeling that something
has been going on before." Listening to Indian music, which
just "tunes in and tunes out" with
a feeling of infinity, helps soften
the abruptness.
While music is a large part
of Baird’s life, "it is only one
among many," says Baird, He
likes hiking and mountain climb-

University Classes in Architectural &

Art History:
Rome, Pompeii, Alexandria,
Cairo, Luxor, Baalbek, Ephesus,
Istanbul, Athens, Assissi,
Crete. Sicily and others.
From March 20th to May 19. 1968, learn from
shipboard lectures ... then visit the great
historical sites for maximum appreciation.
190 students will study under professors from
American Universities on a newly commissioned,
fully air conditioned study cruise ship.

’

AP m RIR"1’

an application
today Space limited. Sponsored by Foreign
Language League Schools, a non profit. tax.
exempt organization Prices vary from $1349 to
$1489. depending on stateroom. Clip coupon
below and mail today.
To’ Foreign Language League Schools
P.O Box 1920
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

-

SAME

Civic Auditorium
9 p.m.-

night

Fly home on PSA $11.43
plus tax

(if home is Los Angeles or Hollywood/Burbank)
Electra Jets $11.43, Fan Jets $13.50.
San Diego $17.78 and $19.85.
Phone your
Dourgarian 292-1519
campus rep
drop
or call PSA or
in on
your travel agent.
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PRINTING
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Spring Term Study
Cruise on the
Mediterranean
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TONIGHT!

Three Romantic. piano compositions will be performed tonight
during the graduate recital of
Dae Baird. SJS student seeking
his M.A. in music. The concert,
at 8:15 in Concert Hall, is free
of charge.
Beethoven’s "Sonata in A, op.
101," Schubert’s "Sonata in B
flat," and Chopin’s "Ballade No.
4 in F minor" are all landmarks
in Romantic literature and were
written late in the life of each
composer. The Beethoven Sonata
is considered "one of his most
difficult," says Baird.
Schubert’s "Sonata in B flat"
was the composer’s last piano
work and many consider it his
greatest. Though in many of his
works Schubert preferred classical form, his piano works are
wholly Romantic,
Chopin’s "Ballade in F minor"
is considered one of his two greatest piano works. It is taken from
the work of a Polish poet which
tells the story of three brothers
sent by their father in search of
"rare treasures," and who returned in a blinding snow storm,
each with his betrothed.
The entire program will last
approximately on hour with no
intermission.
Baird recently accepted a fellowship from the University of
Washington, and after earning
his M.A. will go there to study
for a Ph.D. in music. Last year
he appeared as soloist with the
SJS Symphony, performing
Brahms’ "Piano Concerto in D
Minor." He currently studies
with Miss Aiko Onishi, visiting
lecturer from Tokyo University.
When he is listening to music
rather than playing it, he enjoys such jazz artists as Nancy

ing, and thus is understandably
glad about moving to Washington. He is also interested in
entomology and philosophy, and
is a history minor.
During his senior year, Baird
was presented with the Music
Department’s "Outstanding Student" and "Outstanding Performance" awards, as well as a departmental honor for music from
the Associated Students. He has
appeared as a soloist with the
Monterey County Orchestra and
has presented recitals in San
Jose. Salinas, Watsonville, Saratoga, Palo Alto and Santa Cruz.
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SJS Hubbies Agree
’Nothing Like Dame’

English Prof
Today Reviews
Malamud’s ’Fixer’

Armed with their hubbies. degrees and their Ph.Ts. SJS student’s wives prove there is nothing like a DAME.
DAMES, campus wives organization, will be giving Ph.Ts
(Pushing Hubby Through) to
"graduating" members, Sunday,
2 p.m. at the DAMES Tea in
the home of one of the members.
Approximately 32 wives will
receive these degrees signifying
their part in their husband’s academic struggle. The PILT is a
regular diploma which is sent to
Dr. Clark, SJS president, for his
signature and official college
seal.

Bernard Malamud’s award winning novel, "The Fixer," will
be reviewed today at the Faculty
Book Talk, by Dr. Albert Rosenberg, associate professor of English, in Cafeteria A and B,
12:30 p.m.
The novel is a fictional account of an event that occurred
In Russia during the pm-World
War I era.
Malamud undertakes an imaginative treatment of an insignificant individual who is arrested and tried for a crime of
which he is innocent. The man
is forced into heroism through
pressure his prosecutors apply.
The author won the National
Book Award and a Pulitzer
Prize this year for his novel.
Dr. Rosenberg, who came to
SJS in 1957, received his Ph.D.
from the University of London.
He also has written a book entitled "Richard Blackmore, A
Poet and Physician of the Augustine Age."

PURPOSE OF DAMES
SJS DAMES, which began in
1958, is affiliated with the National Association of University
Dames. According to the president, Mrs. Beth Wedge, it is designed "to give the wife a place
on campus." Thus the wife has
her activities while her husband
studies. Mrs. Wedge described

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

feteMP.0.1

DAMES as a "misery loves cornpony group."
The organization is sponsored
by the faculty wives, many of
whom were former DAMES.
QUALIFICATIONS
To become a DAME one simply has to attend meetings and
pay dues. According to Mrs.
Wedge, "It is hard to pin down
what a DAME is." ’rhey are not
generally college freshman age.
The majority are between 22 and
23, although grandmothers are
DAMES. Generally they are
wives of junior, senior and graduate students.
Contrary to what one may expect, not all DAMES live in
States
Mrs.
Spartan City.
Wedge, Spartan City wives have
each other, and don’t feel left
out of campus activities.
DAMES may be secretaries,
babysitters, clerks or students.
Mrs. Wedge estimates that 70
per cent of the members have
children. "The mothers are the
ones who compare babysitters."
SCHOLARSHIPS
SJS DAMES each year present
scholarships to their members or
their spouses. This year they
hope to give two $100 scholarships. They participate in Parent’s
Day, sponsor a rummage sale and
have individual interests groups
for their members. They also are
involved in community service
projects.
What is a DAME? She is part
of the approximately 7,000 married students on campus who
contributes her own special curriculum to push hubby through.

PINNINGS
Sally Anderson, sophomore
English major from El Cerrito
and member of Sli,ona Kappa, to
Craig Anderson, junior art major and member of Sigma Nu.

Any 3 meats 2.25
Any 2 meats 1.95
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35
orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter
Visit the Gaslite Room for Fun.
Ballroom Leasing.

Cathy Bacon, junior social
service major from Alexandria,
Va. and member of Kappa Alpha
Theta, to Jerry Gatiatad, junior
political science major from San
Leandro and member of Sigma
Nu,
Julie Scott, senior social science major from Palo Alto, to
Perry Kneisel, junior business
major from Glendale and member of Kappa Sigma.

Banquet Fealties.

Hotel Rooms from $85 per month.

SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located in the Sainte Claire Hotel

2,5-2626

LIFE
"A SPLASHY, SURF- SOAKED SLEEPER!

graduate in sociology, spent a
year in this southeastern Kentucky community with VISTA
(Volunteers In Service to America).
According to Mrs. Wolf le, "We
did what was needed." This
ranged from teaching a tenth
grade girl, instructing the women in sewing and nutrition to
building a kitchen onto the one room schoolhouse.
The Wolfles are especially
proud of this achievement. All
the community worked together
to build the kitchen and establish a school lunch program. The
30-year-old school did not have
electricity, but within two days
the community requested and
received electricity.
Mrs. Wolf le believes that community inaction is not always
due to laziness. Often the community just needs an incentive.
"The people really want to
help themselves, but can’t,"
stated Mrs. Wolfle. Many pro -

According to Mrs. Wolfle, the
education VISTA brings is going to help these people, but it
also brings problems. There are
very few young men in the
town. They usually leave to go
to the cities, but once there they
have to live in the slums,
The men are given jobs under
government programs, but Mrs.
Wolfle believes these jobs need
to be made more meaningful.
Jobs, such as cutting grass, do
not seem important to the men.
The building of the kitchen
seemed important and worthwhile.
ESTABLISH LIBRARY
The Wolfies’ VISTA experiences were written in the January
1967, edition of the Journal of
Home Economics. While in Hanging Rock, they lived in a four
room house which also served as
a community center. The
Wolfles, along with another volunteer, established a library
through the PTA’s Books for

from coast to coast
the leader in
insurance sales
to college men.
because
... Guaranteed by a top
Com puny
. . . No War Clause
.
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Special Rates
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outline . . . contact
Jim Harget
J. M. Eaton

Frank Hoey
Darwin Shoop

Fidelity Union Life Insurance
505 S lath St.
286 6700
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JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

From

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT

June 13 -Sept.
June 17-Aug. 29

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 20Aug. 30

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 15Sept. 6

Air and land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First St., S.J.
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
297-8000
264-9275 after 8 p.m.
Not state college sponsored Or controlled.
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Prof. David Maga
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By William Shakespeare

Also May 20 and 24-27
College Theatre
8:15 p.m.
Box Office open 1-5 p.m.
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THE CLASSROOM WAS THE OUTDOORS as Jane Wolfle
instructs a young girl in sewing. As a VISTA volunteer, Jane and
her husband, Lee, did whatever was necessary to help the citizens
of Hanging Rock, Ky.

Men Oakland to Brussels:
via 707 Jet f$437)
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The nicest surprise to happen in a long time.
Unless you just enjoy turning your back
entirely on life, you should not miss the
breathtaking shots!"

Theatre
SAC7 PRESIDIO, BA 1-8181

for

VIE COLLEGE MAN

A delightful pastoral

BREATHTAKING! IMAGINATIVE!

VOGUE

exclusirely

Appalachia. The children would
come on their own to check out
books. One mother reported that
her son stayed up until 2 am,
reading the Hardy Boys by oil
lamp.
"Cultural Shock" or adjustment was easier for the Wolfles.
Because they were married, they
had their own house and someone to talk to. Their biggest
problem was the lack of intellectual stimulation. In order to
obtain a book they had to travel
80 miles to Knoxville.

Being married helped them
gain the people’s confidence and
gave Mrs. Wolfle more freedom.
(She explained that she didn’t
have to face the problem of dating a person twice and finding
out that you were engaged).
The Wolfles left Hanging
Rock with mixed feelings. There
were the good signs, the children were going further in school
and federal programs in the area
of pre-school and adult education will continue. But MI
Wolfle also feels the need to:
new blood in the urea, for "people who are naive of the iilrstueles they will face."

(for state college students, faculty and their immediate families)

STARTS WEDNESDAY MAY 24th

l’IIE COLLEGE PLAN

CONFIDENCE

ENGAGEMENTS

Rose Borman, (.19110r nigth
jor from Oakland and member
of Alpha Chi Omega, announces
her engagement to John Fisher.
SJS graduate now employed by
Wells Fargo from Lafayette and
member of Alpha Tau Omega.

COMBINATION PLATES

pie believe that these people are
lazy, but according to the former volunteer there often is no
work available.
NEEDS INDUSTRY
In the case of Hanging Rock,
the mines had shut down. Industry did not want to come in, and
if it did, it did not want to train
the people. A uniform factory
was established, but it provides
work only for the women.

WEDDING

Natalie Thompson, senior
speech major from Pleasant Hill,
Calif., announces her engagement to Dwight Width, junior
psychology major from Orinda,
Calif. Wedding is set for August
26, 1967.

1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.55

Roast Eastern Beef
Virginia Baked Hans
Kosher Style Corned Beef
Roast Tom Turkey
Chicago Style Pastrami
Roast Turkey Leg

By PATSY MILLER
Campus Life Editor
Hanging Rock, Ky., is an open
air classroomno bells, no degrees, just a curriculum of community development.
From 1965 to 1966 Jane and
Lee Wolf le were teachers to 65
eager citizens.
Jane, a graduate student in
home economics, and Lee, a

Karen Hartwig, junior social
science major from Cupertino,
and member of Sigma Kappa,
announces her recent marriage
to Mike Thompson, member of
the San Jose Police Department
from Santa Clara.
Sheila Vance. junior English
major from Fremont, announces
her engagement to Frank Lynch,
seniorpublic administration major from Fremont. An August 27
wedding is planned.

SPARTAN DATLYTT,

VISTA Couple Assists
In City’s Development

BEAU TIES I

Charmain Tyler, sophomore
math major from Cupertino, announces her engagement to Roger Mora, senior mechanical engineering major from San Jose.
Wedding plans are indefinite.
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Jerry Bacon, SJS graduate student, was elected president of the
Student California Teachers AssoSCI’Al at the recent
ciation
Executive Council meeting in Los
Angeles.
Bacon is succeeding Robert
Reynolds, San Francisco State, for
the year 1967-68.
After graduating with honors
from San Jose City College in 1962.
Bacon came to SJS. In 1964 he I
was graduated with a B.A. in social
science, and then continued on with
a dual purpose in mind-to acquire
a teaching credential and a master’s in history.
While on SCTA Bacon has served
on the local, regional and state

A few vacancies still allow students wishing to enroll in science
according
California,
of
University
levels. During 1965-66 he was
education X156A to go to Mamchairman of the State Legislative to Edward W. Bowes, UC director
moth Lakes for the week June
and Governmental Relations Com- of admissions.
11-17.
mittee. while this year he served
The average GPA of the 287 SJS
on the Executive Board at the
The course, offering actual outin their first term at UC
state level as Northern member-at - transfers
door field experience and informal
was 2.49 for Fall, 1966. Students
large.
Instruction, will meet one general
At the meeting the Council took entering UC branches from private
cal
a definite stand on various sub- colleges achieved a 2.44 average, education requirement in ne
science.
jects and controversial issues inwhile state and junior college
Interested persons should concluding support of tuition-free pubtransfers compiled 2.40 and 2.28 tact the Extension Office In the
lic higher education; the establishAdministration Building.
ment of campus committees com- GPA, respectively.
Students enroll in a trail group
Additionally, fewer SJS transmunities comprised of students and
faculty on academic fairness; of fers- 17 per cent-fell below the which is rotated to cover study
open speaker policies in higher 2.0 level. In contrast, 24 per cent areas such as trees, animals, geoleducation; plus the development of of the junior college transfers and ogy, flowers, birds and insects.
Evenings will be planned to ala summer camp for culturally dis- 19 per cent each from state and
advantaged children.
private colleges failed to achieve low students to be with the group
for an illustrated lecture as well
satisfactory averages.

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th Lk William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
I 3th & Julian

This semester’s Sparta Life mag- tic Granada, Spain. Each year
azine, now on sale for 75 cents. more students take advantage of
this opportunity abroad and Sparta
,,ffers insight into avant-garde
Life explains why.
education both abroad and at SJS.
Booths located at the promotional billboard, Journalism BuildMg, Spartan Bookstore and Home
Economics Building, are selling the

TODAY
feature magazine. HowSociety for Advancement of
ever, today is the last day for sales.
Management, 7:30 p.m., Sweden
A study of the Experimental House. Election of officers will be
College at SJS is included in Spar- held and a film shown.
ta Life. The 250 students in this
Tao Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., CI1149.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, English Honplan are free to take on any courses they want, or, no courses at all. or Society, 3:30 p.m., F0104. Discussion of Reed magazine.
One of the most popular courses
Newman Center, 6:30 p.m., 179
is Man -Woman relationships. The
"anti-bureaucratic" college in- S. Fifth St. A prayer for peace will
cludes timely classes such as "Viet he said.
ittee for Responsible StuCo
nam" and "A study of Nonviolence" while married, single, dent Government, 5 p.m., Cafeteria
and engaged couples discuss their A. Election of officers will be held.
interpersonal relationships.
Phrateres, pledge meeting 6 p.m.,
meeting, 6:30
actives’
Currently 46 SJS students earn MI1326,
academic credit in seven countries. p.m., MH324. Election of officers
learning languages, customs, and and a pledge test will be held.
doing their part in teaching our
German Club, 3:30 p.m., Buildways to others. While away on the ing N8A.
year-long adventures the students
Cycling Association. 6.m., Sevenbuild lasting friendships while th and San Fernando streets. A
earning their degrees. Their stories, twilight bicycle ride will be held.
their new ways of life and learning are told from Paris to roman - TOMORROW
campus

Take her to Bohan non’s.
A very special restaurant
For a very special evening.
Try the frog legs provincial or the clulteaubriand,
the lobster therm idor or the shish kabob.
Start the evening at Bohannon’s;
she’ll end it with a smile.

1401 South First
at Alma

Spartaguide

292-1266

as social or folk dancing and other
activities.
The fee is $31, plus $16 for food
expenses. Food cost is to be paid
at a general meeting May 24.
Headquarters will be Camp High
Sierra with the students camping
together in a nearby campground.
Personal items such as towels, etc.
and sleeping bags are to be furnished by the student.

ANNOUNCEMENTS it
$245 ROUND TRIP JET New York-Lon.
don June 15-September 6 and June 21 September Ii. M. French (714) 629-4991
or write for information c/a 9875 Santa
Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills.
$401 LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM round
trip JET June 25-September 5. Several
seats available. Alliance Francais. c/o
SIERRA TRAVEL 9875 Sante Monica
Blvd., Beverly Hills. (213) 274.0729.
AVIATION TRAINING
Academic Excellence
Summer Programs
Oakland International 562-3482
SIERRA ACADEMY
OF AERONAUTICS, INC.
AUTOMOTIVE 121

HOUSE FOR RENT. 4 bedrooms, fully
furnished, quiet. Large garage & lots of
storage. 2 blocks to SJS. $185. Available
June 15. For information, call 252.4247.
PERSONELL SEARCH AGENCY is now
recruiting for several national companies
for the following NO FEE positions:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
to $750
to $750
BSIEs
DRAFTSMEN
$600
ACCOUNTANTS
to $650
STAFF ASSISTANTS
$500
PURCHASING TRAINEES
$600
UNDERWRITER TRAINEES
$550
CLAIMS ADJUSTER TRAINEES
$525
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES
to $700+
TECHNICAL SALES
to 5650+
Many other fee and no fee jobs.
PERSONELL SEARCH AGENCY
III W. St. John
Suite 310
San Jose
286-8181

HOUSING 151
’57 PONTIAC, excellent condition. 64,000
miles. V-8, automatic. $225. Call weekNEWLY
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS ends and evenings 258-9214.
now renting for summer & fall. 2 and 3
’66 HONDA 90. Excellent condition. bedrooms, new carpets & furniture, extra.
Only 1.600 miles old. Must sell $275. large kitchen, living rooms, & bedrooms,
248-5958.
pool, sundeck, fireplaces, party room with
1962 STUDEBAKER GT HAWK. Original color TV. $25-37.50 a month per person.
owner. Clean. low mileage, new interior. 215 S. 12th, 297-4673; 470 S. 11th
295-2242.
$700. 287.0428.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share an
’67 FAIRLANE 4 door, automatic, power apartment in Santa Barbara
area this
steering. New universal, shocks, ball summer.
298-1598.
joints. Excellent condition. Extra power.
GIRLS
WANTED
to rent 3 -bedroom
Call 248-9466.
house for summer. $150 per month for
VW DUNE BUGGY. New engine. Flo- four. 423 S. 12th or call 287.1079.
tation tires. Legal for the street. $600.
287.1609 after 6 p.m.
1963 TRIUMPH 6T 650cc. $550 or rea

Language Pre-Reg
Students taking any foreign language next semester can pre-regLster for their classes between May
29 and June 2.
Sign-ups for classes will be held
in Building N5A from 8:30-12 noon
and 1:30-5 p.m.

Tickets Available at

San Jose Civic Box Office
Gail Sherman at Hoover Hall

Pi as the department’s outstanding
faculty member for

the

1966-67

school year.
The award is presented annually
by the society to a faculty member
of the School of Engineering for
of

teaching

excel-

lence."
Dr. Huang was graduated from
SJS in 1950 and received his M.A.
from Stanford and obtained his
Ph.D. from Columbia. He became
the first SJS alumnus to be employed by the Engineering School,
joining that faculty in 1959.

NO CONTRACT. I, 2, or studio apartments. Summer rates. Furnished or unfurnished. 48 S. 4th. 292-7852.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share deluxe 2Inedroom apartment. Any time
after June 1. $75 per month. 292-2233.

COLLEGE GRAD - amateur artist will
share 2 bedroom, 4.plex apartment with
male in 20’s with like interests. $35
month. 3075 Pearl #4. 264-2141. Still
available.
ROOMMATE NEEDED starting June 10.
Nice 2.man apartment. $42 month. Call
COZY STUDIO. New furniture. Sunny, 298- 0994 after 6 p.m.
spotless, newly -painted. Quiet. Ample
parking. Close to campus. Available WANTED TO RENT 4.bedroom, furnished
house for first summer session. Dr. RonJune IS. $75. Call 252-4247.
ald Johnson, Psychology Department. U.
RENT FOR SUMMER 2 bedroom home of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
with fireplace. $110 per month. Call
8135 LEASES a 2 bedroom fully fur286.5746 after 6 p.m.
STUDENT RENTALS - Furnished 3 -bed- nished home at 440 Elizabeth St. near
room, 2 bath houses ideal for 5 or 6 10th and Santa Clara. Walking distance
students summer and/or winter semester. to SJS. Zulpo Realty day or night, 259Vacant June 10th. Also 1 & 2-bedroom 4230.
newer furnished apartments. Borelli Real- FURNISHED 1 & 2 bedroom apartments 590-5140 month. Pool. 121 N.
ty, 297.2410.
8th. 297-5203,
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
deluxe 2 -bedroom apartment. Any time MALE ROOMMATE WANTED for sumafter June 1. $75 per month. 292.2233. mer either in San Leandro, Oakland,
Berkeley or vicinity (will be working in
FANTASTIC SUMMER RATES. Apart- Oakland.) Call Tom, 297.8324.
ments for 2, 3, & 4 people. Also fall
ROOMMATE WANTED. Age 21-25. To
rentals. 635 S. 11th. 298-0102.
share split-level apartment with 2 girls.
GIRL ROOMMATE NEEDED. Senior or Pool. Call 266-1706 afternoons.
grad preferred. Beautiful, quiet apart
went. Swimming pool. Reasonable, 297- VACATION RENTAL Small isolated Aframe. Sea view of Big Sur coast. 20
miles from Carmel. $85 per month.
EX TO SUBLET. SJS prof’s home. Write P.O. Box 3682, Carmel.
2Furnished. Responsible tenant. No child
or pet. $225 & util. for June I5-Aug. 22.
LOST AND FOUND (6)
366 Brookwood Dr. 297.7333.
TEACHER WANTS FEMALE over 23 to LOST: UCSII GRAD RING. Left in men’s
share beautfully furnished apartment room, Ed Building, April 25. Reward.
overlooking golf course. 736.2570.
286.8986.
FOUND: FEMALE TERRIER PUPPY,
white and brown. Vicinity SJS campus,
Friday. Call 297-7518.

Lem

PERSONALS 131
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore, 354-1273,

,

SERVICES 18)
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., zos
perienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property darn.
age & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dana
Towle, 244-9600.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Call 243-6313 between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST - Theses, term
papers. etc. Zo Johanneck, 258-4335.
ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH AND WAX
732 S. 1st between Virginia & Margaret
Also Lincoln Avenue & Sunol-Vacs 10c
25e for 5 minutes-It’s easy-Try itl
WANT A STROBE at your party? Psychedelic products, sales end rentals. Hal
Finley. 295.8570.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, farm papers,
theses. 30 cents per page. 266-7829.
TRANSPORTATION 191

DRIVER FOR ICE Cream truck. Male
up to 60. Full or part-time. Good commission. 358 N. Montgomery, S.J. Call
9 to I I a.m. 297-4228. Mr. Green.
NOWANP THEN I WI511 50METH1N9 COULD FE
AgOLIT
Rei-0 REQUIREMENT,
1+415 19 AVERAGE -/N- Mr SITTER. MUST LIKE children, 2-5 p.m.
until June IS, full-time summer. West
side 379-1937. Own transportation.
9.
NEED NEAT, PERSONABLE, well-groomed
iirls for full or part-time sales work.
Commission. WE WILL TRAIN. Call
To buy, sell, rent or
inimum
225-3060.
announce anything,
Three lines One time Three times Five times
FOLKSINGER OR PIANO PLAYER for
Just fill out and clip
One time
Friday & Saturday nights. Contact Ski
this handy order
at Duke of York Pub, 297.9920. 577 W.
3 lines 1.50
2.25
2.50
blank.
Alma.
4 lines 2.00
2.75
3.00
CLASS OF ’67
Here’s an unusually fine opportunity.
5 lines 2.50
3.25
3.50
We’re looking for an individual for our
Send to: Spartan Daily
6 lines 3.00
3.75
4.00
sales organization. This is dignified caCLASSIFIEDS,
Add this
reer selling, representing a financial in.
1206, San lose State
amount for
rtitution. A prestige "product." High
.50
each a ddi
,iommission. Guaranteed high income
College, San Jose
demi line
during 21/2 -year training course. If you’re
Calif. 95114.
graduating from college and looking
Print your ad here:
around for the right thing, let’s talk it
over. Don Roller, C.L.U., General Agent.
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
CHECK A
for Each Line)
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co.
CLASSIFICATION
Do Not Abbreviate
286.4010.
No refunds possible on canceled Ms
PROF’S WIFE NEEDS girl with trans.,
ID Announcements (1)
Iation for light housework Tuesday &
Automotive (2)
Thursday. $1.25 hour. 252-3801.
(3 For Sale (3)
K-I1 TEACHERS WANTED
El Help Wanted (4)
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A TEACHD Housing (5)
ING POSITION IN A MODERN GROW.
ING SCHOOL SYSTEM?
. Consider
D Lost and Found (6)
Fairfield School District.
ID Personals (7)
SALARY - beginning salary with Cali
p Services (8)
coolie Standard Credential, $6,576. Con
0 Transportation (9)
snot College Placement Office for details
or Fairfield School District, 1025 Dela
ware St.. Fairfield, Calif. 94533.
Address
MAIDS
LOCATION - Fairfield, a rapidly grow.
(Nee.. Print)
ing city of over 45,000 population, is the
county seat of Solano County. Just 40
days.
Enciosed is $
for
minutes north of S.F. on Interstate High 80.
Phone
Start ad on
PART-TIME EXPERIENCED WAITER,
(Date)
over 71. nvarirri work, good tips, rs111
Please allow 2 days after placing toned to appear.
aemeerere.
564.11,14(1 marnitigs.

passe

CLASSIFIED RATES

Discorama Records
227 S. First St.

orary engineering society Tau Beta

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

eVEk’Y

Also featuring the RAINY DAZE (Acapulco Gold),
The CHOCOLATE WATCHBAND and
the LEWIS and CLARK EXPEDITION.

ing, has been selected by the hon-

"recognition

HELP WANTED 141

Tomorrow night, 8 p.m., San Jose Civic

Dr. Francis F. Huang, associate
professor of mechanical engineer-

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Young Republicans,
8
p.m., sonable offer. Call between 4-7 p.m. or
ED100. Election of officers for next after II p.m. 286-3721.
held.
year will be
’66 VW SQUAREIACK. 4.300 miles.
Christian Science Organization, White, seat belts, roof rack, seat covers.
7 p.m., Chapel of Reconciliation, $2,100. Prof. Mage, Ext. 2562 or 2649275.
Tenth and San Carlos.
1957 AUSTIN HEALY. Red with wire
OASIS, 3:45 p.m., Women’s Gym, wheels, overdrive, radio & heater, and
101. Oxford Union Debate with the new top. $650 or offer. 287.0953.
topic, "Hippies are Phoney."
SERVICE FORCES SALE of Honda Hawk
plus extras. Best offer. Call after 4 p.m.
FRIDAY
248-3394.
Inter Varsity-Christian Fellow- 1960 RAMBLER 4 -door sedan. Overship, 7:30 p.m., 420 South Third drive, radio, heater. $200 or best offer.
St., No. 6. Topic will be "The 257.6154 after 5.
Christian -- Does He Fit on the
FOR SALE 131
American Campus?"
TYPEWRITER. $15. Slant-top desk, $15.
Call after 5 p.m. 292.4209.
SATI RDAY
Ness:limn Club, 10 a.m., Santa ONE-WAY PLANE TICKET. Brussels to
Oakland. Jet flight. Full price $220.
Cruz. Students interested in going August 29. Call 379-2008 after 6.
to a beach party should contact the 1966 HARMONY GUITAR and ampliNewman (’enter.
fier 6 string lead guitar. Two-tone pick
Circle K InternntionnL 6 p.m., up with four plug in amplifier. Must sell.
298-1880 after 6 p.m.
Sweden House. New officers will
NEW, GUARANTEED, 4 & 8 track auto
be installed.
stereo. $60. 10 tapes free. Call John
286-5759.

4DIDISON AiRPLA

Engineering Dept.
Honors Professor

o

NEED RIDE to New York, Leave end of
June. Share driving and expanses. Sue,
287-1790.
WANTED: RIDER to Ohio. Along Southern route. Share expenses. Call Ken at
287-1327.
WANTED: RIDER(S) TO Now York.
Philadelphia area to share expanses.
Leaving June 10. Call Dan, 294.3964.
RIDER NEEDED FOR NEW YORK. Driving and expenses. Leaving on or about
June 6. Contact Alan at 295-6216.

To place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-I2:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone

294-6414.

Ext.

2466

